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Improving Transformers’ Utilization Under
Single Contingency Policy and Customer

Reliability Requirements
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Abstract—During the past two decades, utilities have saved
tremendous capital investments in new transformers by im-
proving utilization of existing transformers in distribution
systems. Meanwhile, in these highly-utilized systems, deteriorated
reliability has been observed at the end-user level. This is mainly
because utilities determine transformer utilization conventionally
through the N-1 approach, which only guarantees reliability at the
system level but not reliability requirements of customers. This
paper presents an innovative method that balances the financial
interest of utilities and service quality of customers by maximizing
transformers’ utilization while assuring reliability at the end-user
level. The proposed method’s advantages are enhanced by its
capability of handling customer reliability requirements of a
whole distribution system and/or of designated locations with
critical loads. In addition to determining the maximum utilization
of transformers, the proposed method can be extensively applied
to other power delivery equipment in distribution systems.

Index Terms—Power distribution planning, power system relia-
bility, power transformers.

I. NOMENCLATURE

General Variables:

Utilization rate of transformer in substation .

Utilization rate of substation .

Power transferred from substation to , or
load transferred from substation to under a
contingency at .

Power transferred from Transformer in
Substation to , or load transferred from
substation to transformer in substation under
a contingency at .

Annual Energy Not Served (ENS) of loads under
substation .

Rate of failure to serve loads under substation
due to loss of its Contingency Support

Neighborhood (CSN) transformers.

Rate of failure to serve loads under substation
due to changeover failure of its CSN feeders.
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Logical Variables:

Binary indicator of substation ’s membership to

substation ’s CSN, .

Binary indicator of the membership of substation
’s transformer to substation ’s CSN,

.

Sets:

Substations that are connected to substation by
tie feeders.

Transformers in substation .

Number of transformers in substation ’s CSN.

Transformer units in substation ’s CSN.

Number of transformer in substation ’s CSN.

Substation and feeders connecting to in
substation ’s CSN.

Number of feeders in substation ’s CSN.

System Parameters:

Normal rating of Transformer in substation .

Peak load under substation .

Transmission limit of tie feeders connecting
substation and .

Maximal allowed ESN for substation .

Maximal allowed ENS for whole distribution
system.

A: Contingency overloading factor of transformers.

Failure rate of a single transformer.

Changeover failure rate of a single feeder.

II. INTRODUCTION

D URING THE past two decades, utilities have increased
transformer utilization by about 30% in North American

power distribution systems. Table I1 shows utilization aver-
ages obtained from a comprehensive survey of loading prac-

1The table is created in [1] with data from [6].
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TABLE I
DESIGN LOADING GUIDELINES FOR NORMAL AND CONTINGENCY LOADING

tices across the industry [1], [2]. This is mainly because of the
recent fast growing demand for electricity service and difficul-
ties, arising from economic and political consideration, of aug-
menting equipment to accommodate the demand in a timely
fashion [3]. The engineers in charge of these higher-utilization-
rate power systems make use of, and in fact planned for, meshed
structure and reconfiguration capability of their systems, which
enables the provision of alternative sources and power flow
paths to back up the outage of any one of its major components
(a single contingency) [1], [4]–[6]. In a conventional radial dis-
tribution system, each substation is often equipped with two
transformers and each of them is loaded to 66% of its normal
rating at peak (given their single contingency loading is 133%).
Therefore, during a single contingency, each transformer re-
quires its neighboring unit to “stand by” to pick up its outage. In
contrast, a modern distribution system, which is planned to be
of meshed structure and operates in radial in normal conditions,
is able to reconfigure to connect the substation of contingent
transformers to other substations by closing normally opened
switches. This provides more backup resources in the vicinity
for contingency support and justifies higher utilization rate. As a
result, each transformer in the distribution system can be loaded
to 88% at peak if it has two other units for its contingency sup-
port.

High transformer utilization makes utility companies more fi-
nancially efficient, which is potentially beneficial to both stock-
holders and customers. Each transformer unit usually costs in
a range of $100 000 to $800 000. Great monetary savings are
attainable by making more use of their capacity. However, re-
duced customer service reliability is often detected in highly
utilized distribution systems [1], [2]. This can be attributed to
the incompatibility between the supply-side reliability planning
approach and customer-side reliability requirements. Conven-
tionally, utilization of distribution systems is estimated through
the Single Contingency Policy (SCP or criteria), which
requires a power system to be fully functional even if any one
of its major components is out of service [1], [4]–[6].

Customer reliability, on the other hand, put emphasis on
the service seen by the customer, often measured by measures
of system unavailability, such as System Average Interrup-
tion Duration Index (SAIDI), System Average Interruption

Frequency Index (SAIFI), and Energy Not Served (ENS)
[2], [7]. In a highly-utilized system, each transformer needs
more contingency support units in its vicinity, which implies
a proportionally larger Contingency Support Neighborhood
(CSN). This large CSN will have a higher exposure to multiple
simultaneous outages, which is not constrained by the single
contingency policy but will very likely lead to interruption of
service to some customers [1]. Therefore, a system planned to
satisfy the criteria will not necessarily meet a designated
requirement of customer service reliability.

It is important to understand that high utilization rates are
not, in and of themselves, a cause of poor reliability. A power
system that operates at 83% or 90% or even 100% utilization of
transformers at peak can be designed to operate reliably [1], [6],
but something beyond the approach is needed to assure
required customer service quality.

For this reason, this paper proposes a method to estimate the
allowed maximum transformers’ utilization under given cus-
tomer reliability requirement. The proposed method also iden-
tifies the CSN associated with the maximum utilization, which
is not necessarily defined by the physical connectivity of tie
feeder in the region. The proposed method is formulated as a
mixed-binary-integer optimization problem. The formula en-
ables the specification of customer reliability requirements both
at designated locations and at the system level, which can result
in high performance at critical loads or uniform performance
throughout the system.

To introduce the proposed method, Section II presents in de-
tail the problem of conventional planning of transformers’ uti-
lization in distribution systems; Section III proposes the method
and derives its formula; Section IV demonstrates the proposed
method on a simple numerical example; finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

III. ESTIMATING TRANSFORMER MAXIMUM UTILIZATION

UNDER SINGLE CONTINGENCY POLICY: METHODOLOGY AND

PROBLEMS

The traditional distribution system planning method that as-
sures reliability at the substation level is the Single Contingency
Policy (SCP or criterion). This method requires that a
power system must be able to operate and fully meet expec-
tations for amount (kW) and quality of power (voltage, power
factor, etc.) even if any one of its major components is out of ser-
vice [1]. As distribution networks are operated radially, a failure
always involves an outage. Because the radial operation is ob-
tained with a meshed physical network in which some normally
open (NO) switches define a radial configuration, service can be
restored by closing NO switches that feed the outage area. Like-
wise, for a contingency of a transformer failure, NO switches
may be closed to reconfigure the distribution system providing
alternative power delivery paths from neighborhood substations
to the area under the faulted transformer.

A critical concept associated with criterion is Contin-
gency Support Neighborhood (CSN): the portion of the system
including all equipment that is part of the planned contingency
support for a unit’s outage. For a substation power transformer,
this might include at least one neighboring transformer (at the
same substation or a unit that can be connected to in the vicinity)
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which would provide capacity margin during its outage [1],
[7]–[10]. Recent development of communication, sensor and
switching technology enables fast and accurate reconfiguration
of distribution systems and consequently easy access to more
neighboring units to a contingent transformer, which can be po-
tentially in its CSN. Considering this possibility of enlarged
CSN, some studies and utility practices have explored max-
imum utilization level of transformers by applying the
approach [7]–[10].

However, the maximized utilization rate of transformers
found by the approach has tended to lead to poor relia-
bility of customer service. This is attributed to the interrelation
between the failure rate of electricity supply of a transformer
and the transformer’s CSN. In an system, customer
outages occur when two or more pieces of equipment fail
simultaneously within one CSN. High utilization rate requires
a CSN that is proportionally larger and thus is a greater target
for trouble to occur, that is, a large CSN has more exposure to
“simultaneously outage.” The analysis below exemplifies this
fact by estimating the customer service reliability, measured
by annual Energy Not Served (ENS), in a distribution system
loaded to different levels.

Consider a system with 1200 substation transformers, and
having the following characteristics:

•) All transformers are of a same type and of a same capacity,
and they can be loaded up to 133% in a contingency;

•) All transformers are loaded to a same peak level, i.e.,
, which is defined as system utilization rate at peak;

•) All transformers have a same failure rate, 0.25%/year.
Ratings of transformers are normalized into per unit (p.u.).

1. In a 66% utilization system, a transformer needs only an-
other unit to support its outage. Therefore, for every trans-
former in the system its CSN is one unit. Failure to serve
the loads under the transformer occurs only if both trans-
formers of this pair fail. That is:

(1)

(2)

2. In an 88.5% utilization system, a transformer’s CSN is two
other units. Based on the design, failure to serve the
load under the transformer occurs only when all three or
two out of the three transformers fail, that is, both two or
any one transformer fail in the its CSN. Therefore:

3. In a 100% utilization system, every transformer has a CSN
of three other units. Failure to serve the load under the
transformer occurs when all the three, any two or any one
of the transformers fails in its CSN. That is,

Despite the fact that this calculation assumes great simplifi-
cations of the many details for the example system, real-world
variations from these assumptions do nothing to change the
basic principle nor dilute the conclusions that are reached: en-
larging CSN to achieve a higher utilization rate will, if the
criterion assumed, lead to unexpectedly large values of demand
not served. Maximum utilization of transformers estimated by
the existing studies and utility practices through the ap-
proach may lead to poor customer reliability [1], [6], [7]–[9].

IV. A METHOD TO IMPROVE TRANSFORMERS’ UTILIZATION

UNDER REQUIRED CUSTOMER RELIABILITY

For the reasons mentioned, we propose a method to estimate
the maximum utilization of transformers in distribution systems
that are reconfigurable under contingencies. The approach guar-
antees customer service reliability at designated locations and
throughout the whole system. It can be applied to estimation of
equipment settings in system operation or future capital invest-
ment in system planning. The method also identifies the CSN as-
sociated with the estimated maximal utilization of transformers.
One finding through the proposed method is that the CSN is not
naturally defined by the available tie feeders connected to the
contingent transformer, but is a function of the transformers uti-
lization and required customer reliability. These results are ex-
plained in the next few pages.

To maximize utilization of a distribution system, primarily it
is accomplished by increasing transformers’ utilization, which
is the same as to maximize the total load that each substation
can accommodate, , as in (3).

(3)

For every substation , it has a set of transformers , and each
transformer is loaded to , and has:

(4)

The approach has the following constraints to utiliza-
tion of the transformers and the system [8]–[10]:

Loading constraint for transformer at substation under
normal conditions:

(5)

Loading constraint for demand requirement at substation
under normal conditions:

(6)
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Loading constraint for contingency support to substation
:

(7)

Transfer constraint for transformers at substations
in ’s neighborhood,

(8)

Transfer constraint for tie feeder connecting substation
and

(9)

(10)

Under nominal (no contingency) conditions, (5) states that
every transformer should be loaded at peak less than 100% of
its normal rating; and (6) states that transformers at substation

should be loaded to be able to serve the peak demand under
. In a single contingency, the load of any lost transformer at

substation should be picked up by other transformers at the
same substation and/or transferred to other transformers in ’s
neighboring substation , as stated in (7). In addition, the
amount of power that can be transferred is further constrained
by the transmission limits of tie feeders, , connecting sub-
station and , expressed by (9). And the power flow on feeder
from substation to is the total of the power picked by trans-
formers in substation , as stated in (10), which should be
less than their contingency operation margin, as stated in (8).
Note that the subscript is not interchangeable for all the vari-
ables here, for represents the substation of the single contin-
gent transformer.

From (3) to (10), it can be concluded that, in a system of
reconfiguration capability, the utilization level of transformers
in a substation depends not only on its own operation condi-
tions, which include demand in the region of service and its
normal rating, but also on other two factors: the transmission
constraint of its substation’s tie feeders and the contingency op-
eration margin of transformers in its neighboring substations.

Now further consider the requirements of customer service
reliability, which can be specified by

(11)

(12)

where (11) specifies the maximum value allowed for Energy
Not Served (ENS) at a designated substation ; (12) specifies
that of the overall system. The choice between (11) and (12)
depends on the preference of a power engineer between overall
performance on one hand and strict reliability requirements of
one or more critical regions on the other. The use of both (11)
and (12), however, is not necessarily as a conflict, and an artful
assignment of ENS requirements should be able to create good

reliability of designated levels throughout the system, which is
a very attractive application.

The annual ENS of a substation is defined by its probability
of failure to serve the load times the load in MWh during a year,
as shown in (13)

(13)

where the term defines the failure rate of
serving customers under substation when transformers are set
to a utilization level that marginally satisfy criterion.
That is the probability that any transformer and/or tie feeder,
in addition to a single transformer’s failure at substation , fails
in ’s CSN.

Feeder changeover failure rate , i.e., the failure rate of
switching the normally open points, and transformer failure rate

in substation ’s CSN are given by:

(14)

(15)

where and are failure rates for each feeder switching and
transformer unit respectively. In practical cases, each unit can
be assigned with different failure rates.

In (14) and (15) and are the numbers of transformer and
feeder units in substation ’s CSN. They are found by two binary
variables and , which indicate the membership
of substation and its transformer to substation ’s CSN. Their
relation can be described by (16)

(16)

which states that a substation is in the substation ’s CSN, and
so does the tie feeder connecting to , if and only if has at
least one transformer unit that supports ’s single transformer
contingency.

The two indicators are deployed to specify the membership of
substation ’s CSN by constraining contingency power transfer,
as in (17) and in (18), which replaces (9):

(17)

where is a very big positive number.

(18)

Therefore,

(19)

(20)

Equation (13) to (20) indicate that the number of transformer
and feeder units, and , in substation ’s CSN is limited
by their combined failure rate and consequently the customer
reliability requirements in the region of service.
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Fig. 1. Testing system topology. The system is planned in a meshed topology,
and operated radially with all tie feeders open.

Following the discussions above, readers should distinguish
the concept of neighboring units from that of CSN for a certain
substation. In other words, CSN of substation is not neces-
sarily the full set of transformers in neighboring substations
to which is physically connected through a tie feeder. For ex-
ample, in an interconnected neighborhood of five substations
and each equipped with two transformers, for a given trans-
former, the former concept refers to all the nine transformers
that have operation margin to pick up the load of one lost trans-
former; while its CSN may have only five transformers, which
together has a failure rate under its reliability requirements.

The CSN found under the proposed approach, however, is
never limited to a probabilistic concept. The identified CSN can
be a reference for power system planners in system reinforce-
ment or for system operators in contingency resource dispatch,
and result in satisfactory customer reliability and high system
utilization rate.

It is also interesting to note that the constraints which specify
feeder capacity of power transfer and neighboring transformers’
operation margin, from (5) to (11), determines the amount of
how much power each transformer in the CSN can provide to
support a single contingency; constraints that specify reliability
requirements, from (13) to (20), decides which transformer units
should be in the CSN. This structure infers a potential two-stage
algorithm of solving the mixed-binary-integer problem: 1) de-
termining which units are in the CSN, or in other words, which
substations in neighborhood to be connected to for contingency
support; and 2) determining how much contingency support
each transformer in the connected substations can provide. An
analogy of the algorithm can be found in the problem of elec-
tricity markets’ unit commitment and economic dispatch [12].

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section demonstrates the proposed method through a
simple numerical case, shown in Fig. 1. The picture shows
a testing distribution system that consists of four substations

and . Substation has one transformer and all the
other three substations have two. All the tie feeders between
substations are normally open and can be connected under
a contingency to any transformer. Parameters of the testing
system are shown in Table II. All numerical values in this
section are normalized values.

The proposed method, as formulated in the equations from
(3) to (8) and (10) to (20), is applied on the testing system to
find out transformers’ maximum utilization. The following as-
sumptions are made:

TABLE II
SOME PARAMETERS FOR THE SYSTEM OF FIG. 1

• Changeover failure of feeders is 0. Tie feeders are reliable
and guaranteed to be switched successfully in a contin-
gency and of a failure rate of 0;

• Failure rate of every transformer is the same and is 0.25%/
year;

• Contingency overloading rate of every transformer is the
same and is 130%;

To demonstrate the trade-off between customer reliability re-
quirements and transformers’ utilization, in this particular ex-
ample, (12) is written into a penalty term to be included at the
objective function; whereas in real applications, (12) can be
used as a hard constraint if needed. Hence, (3) is rewritten as:

(21)

where is the weight of the system reliability penalty and is of
unit 1/hours. The choice of depends on the intended emphasis
on the system-wide reliability versus utilization. The modified
formulae find the maximum utilization of transformers and op-
timize system reliability, defined by (21), and keeps local relia-
bility under control, as specified by (12).

The system is tested under the following four scenarios:
1. No reliability requirement for all regions in testing system;

no transmission limits for tie feeders that connect the sub-
station of the contingent transformer to its neighboring
substations; low weight of reliability penalty in objective
function ;

2. No reliability requirement for all regions; a weak link be-
tween substation and , and transmission
capacities for all other tie feeders ; and ;

3. Reliability requirements of two categories: a) strict re-
quirement for critical loads under substation (
hour/year); b) requirement in proportion to peak de-
mand for all other regions ( hour/year,
hour/year, hour/year); transmission limits of the
tie feeders and weight of reliability penalty the same as
Scenario 2;

4. Reliability requirements and transmission limits of tie
feeders the same as Scenario 3; high weight of reliability
penalty .

Results of the four scenarios are presented in Table III. In
Scenario 1, all transformers’ utilization rates are pushed to their
normal rating. Without reliability requirement for each substa-
tion and transmission limits of tie feeders, the load that can
be transferred from the contingent transformers in substation
is constrained only by the contingent operation margin of its
neighboring substation , shown in columns to . Note
that the CSN of a transformer unit is less than the natural neigh-
boring transformers that are defined by tie feeder connection.
For example, in a contingency of transformer outage, substation

can be connected to substation and , which have four
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TABLE III
MAXIMUM UTILIZATION OF TRANSFORMERS IN SYSTEM OF FIG. 1

transformers in total for its contingency support, but its CSN
size is limited to two to minimize the system reliability penalty
and result in the system’s annual Energy Not Served (ENS) less
than 0.6.

In Scenario 2, load that can be transferred to a neighboring
substation is constrained by transmission limits which is less
than 2 between substation and and less than 5 between all
other substations. Because of these constraints, the utilization
of one transformer in substation is reduced to 9.5 from 10,
which in turn increases its contingent operation margin from 3
to 3.5. The relaxed contingent operation margin enables more
load transfer from substation to from less transformer units,
and substation ’s CSN is reduced from 3 to 2. Consequently
its annual ENS is reduced from 1.638 to 1.094.

In Scenario 3, regional reliability requirements are specified
for each substation. Substation and has satisfied their re-
quirements ( hour/year and hour/year) and
thus need no more changes on the current settings. Substation

improves its annual ENS by reducing its CSN from six trans-
former units to four, which in turn gives a less utilization of
18.33; while substation keeps its size of CSN but reduces its
utilization from 10 to 9.13 in total. The adjusted utilization rate
of substation and leads to annual ENS within the required
range ( hour/year and hour/year).

In Scenario 4, the weight of system reliability penalty is in-
creased from 0.5 to 1.5. As a result, substation ’s utilization is
decreased from 18.33 to 18, creating a larger contingent opera-
tion margin of 5 for one of its two transformers. This increased
margin itself is sufficient to support the transformer loss in sub-
station . Hence, substation ’s CSN is reduced to 1. While the
total utilization rate of the system is reduced from 42.46 (in Sce-
nario 3) to 42.13, system’s total annual ENS is improved from
7.183 to 6.838. This scenario, together with Scenario 3, shows

that system can be set to operate in a mode of more efficient or
more reliable. The trade-off between the two targets and its re-
flection on penalty weight in the objective function can be subtle
and lead to another research topic.

Despite that the utilization of the testing system is maximized
by the proposed method, readers may notice that the solution
is not unique in all scenarios discussed. In the mixed-binary-in-
teger problem, the decision variables are utilization rate of every
transformer, , their CSN, and , and loads transferred
to their CSN in a contingency, . Table III lists all possible
CSN of the results in Table II. Furthermore, the utilization of
transformers in a substation has infinite combinations of a max-
imal total. For example, in Scenario 3, any combination of uti-
lization rates of two transformers in substation is an optimal
solution if it makes up a total of 18.33. The underdetermined
property of the problem can be attributed to (19) and (20). By
involving more conditions, for instance contingent transfer cost
as a function of transferring distance and feeders’ thermal dissi-
pation rate, or specifying equipment’s physical characteristics,
such as failure rate of transformers as a function of its utilization
rate, (as the function presented in [11]), the optimal
solution can be narrowed to a unique one.

VI. CONCLUSION

High utilization level of transformers at distribution levels of
power systems could lead to deteriorated customer service reli-
ability. This can be attributed to the incompatibility between the
supply-side reliability planning approach (the approach)
and customer-side reliability requirements, which tends to be vi-
olated by enlarged Contingency Support Neighborhood (CSN)
in highly-utilized systems.

For this reason, a method beyond the methodology
is sought for to maximize utilization of transformers while as-
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TABLE IV
ILLUSTRATION OF ALL POSSIBLE CONTINGENCY SUPPORT NEIGHBORHOOD (CSN) IN TABLE III

suring good customer service quality at the same time. This
paper proposes a methodology to estimate the maximal trans-
former’s utilization under given customer reliability require-
ments. The method is formulated as a mixed-binary-integer op-
timization problem. The formula enables the specification of
customer reliability requirements at a system level as well as at
designated localities. The major conclusions of this study are: 1)
The utilization rate of a distribution system is constrained by its
tie feeder strength and reliability requirement of customer ser-
vice; 2) The CSN are not regions that are partitioned at a system
level but should be defined for every transformer of concern
under its maximum utilization; 3) The CSN of a transformer is
not necessary the full set of units which are accessible through
tie feeders.

The proposed method can be applied to find the maximum
utilization of transformers, and extensively that of other power
delivery equipment, in distribution systems. Moreover, it can
be applied in the planning stage to identify the CSN associated
with the maximum utilization of concerned transformers for re-
inforcement of their contingency support capability.

Future work mainly includes two parts. One is to include
more information of physical characteristics of distribution
systems into the mixed-binary-integer formula of the proposed
method. This can contribute to the uniqueness of the solution,
which is likely to give a more optimal and accurate maximum
utilization in practice. The other part is to develop an algorithm
for solving the mixed-binary-integer problem for large systems
of many units. A potential direction is to solve the problem
with two steps: for the transformer of concern, first determining
which units are in its CSN, that is, which substations to be
connected to for contingency support; secondly deciding how
much contingency support the units in the CSN can offer.
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